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AbstrAct

This paper examines the discontinuation of the 
interbank offered rates (IBOR) and explores how 
a holistic approach that utilises the right resources 
and processes for each step of preparing for the 
discontinuation can have a significant impact. 

At the end of 2021, IBOR is being discontin-
ued (with the exception of certain US tenors that 
will discontinue in 2023), and with it will come 
a slew of changes in financial markets. Because of 
the discontinuation of IBOR and the necessary 
repapering process, there are a number of associated 
challenges that can arise, including matters related 
to compliance, data consistency and organisational 
alignment. This paper discusses the challenges 
associated with IBOR repapering as well as the 
issues that can and will arise from not being pro-
active in preparing for IBOR reform. Addition-
ally, this paper discusses what goes into developing 
an effective workflow before it is enacted. Further, 
this paper takes a broader view on what the best 
practices look like for each step of the repapering 
process, including review, analysis, execution and 
engagement, as well as what an end-to-end repa-
pering process will look like in 2021. As insti-
tutions prepare for the changes on the horizon, a 
smooth end-to-end repapering process is crucial 
as the financial markets brace for the discontin-
uation of IBOR, and it is important to look for 
ways to drive efficiencies, such as the utilisation 
of artificial intelligence (AI) technologies. For all 
parties impacted by the discontinuation of IBOR, 
this paper provides a detailed look on how to be 
prepared and what an efficient and effective prepa-
ration should look like from start to finish.

Keywords: IBOR, repapering, interbank 
offered rate, compliance, discontinu-
ation, LIBOR, transition, ARRC, ISDA 
protocol

INTRODUCTION
As global financial institutions are now well 
aware, the London Interbank Offer Rate 
(LIBOR) transition just witnessed a land-
mark date on 5th March, 2021, when the 
Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) con-
firmed that the submissions for the majority 
of LIBOR benchmarks by panel banks will 
cease effectively on 31st December, 2021. 
For most USD LIBOR benchmarks, the 
rates will continue until 30th June, 2023.
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The current timeline ref lects the indus-
try’s reaction to COVID-19, the result 
being the ICE Benchmark Administration’s 
(IBA’s) extension of all USD LIBOR ten-
ors until 2023, as opposed to the original 
timeline of June 2021. The announcement 
also represents a trigger event under the 
International Swaps and Derivatives Asso-
ciation (ISDA) fallbacks protocol, and the 
calculation of fallback spreads designed 
to smooth the move to a new benchmark 
(‘risk-free rates’). The Alternative Reference 
Rates Committee (ARRC) has confirmed 
on 8th March, 2021, that the International 
Currency Exchange (ICE) announcement 
is a benchmark transition event for loans, 
derivatives and f loating-rate notes but that 
the actual replacement date would be when 
the different LIBOR tenors cease at the end 
of 2021 and mid-2023.

Why does this matter? A recent ISDA 
report shows that many of the institutions 
that will be significantly impacted by the 
transition have much left to do to ensure that 
the timeline is met with minimal disruption 
or stress to their organisation. While we have 
been discussing the cessation of LIBOR for 
many years and while the seminal speech 
from Andrew Bailey (then of the FCA) was 
in July 2017, many organisations have not 
made much progress on their programmes, 
hiding behind that lack of certainty. Now 
that we have this much-needed certainty, 
organisations need to quickly mobilise and 
take action.

The transition away from LIBOR is a 
massive project that has a material impact on 
all facets of the institutions that are being 
affected. A broad range of products, includ-
ing, loans, bonds, mortgages and derivatives, 
will be impacted. This will impact a whole 
array of stakeholder groups institutions, 
including front offices, finance, tax, risk 
and legal. The biggest challenge, however, 
is that IBOR is a value transfer and any of 
the alternative reference rates are not iden-
tical to LIBOR. Accordingly, there will be 

winners and losers throughout the process, 
and financial institutions need to carefully 
consider the impact, or ‘conduct risk’, that 
the biggest legal documentation challenge 
the industry has ever faced will have on its 
clients. For organisations that neglect to do 
so, getting it wrong will have real impacts, 
including f loating rates that could defaulting 
to fixed rates without being updated, a sce-
nario that is ripe for litigation. 

The good news is that they can benefit 
from second-mover advantage, leveraging 
the benefit of things that have already been 
done by the first movers. The paper will 
walk through an example of an end-to-
end solution to IBOR contract repapering, 
weaving in best practices and proven results 
from first mover’s real-world use cases. 

INITIAL PROGRAMME DEVELOPMENT
As institutions move through the transi-
tion, one of the key questions is assessing 
legal risk, which will be different for every 
organisation. During the last major tran-
sition in the market when the Euro was 
introduced, the conversion was a politi-
cal, operational, logistical and consumer 
educational project, but despite that, it 
did have pricing certainty via the central 
banks, which mandated what the currency 
conversion would be. The result was that 
there was only minor legal risk associated 
with the transition to the Euro because it 
was centrally overseen, and the transfer 
rates were known. Twenty years later, we 
know that the marketplace accepted the 
economic consequences of that conversion 
in a remarkably agile manner.

With regard to the transition from 
LIBOR, today’s market does not yet have 
the same certainty, as alternative replace-
ment rates will be economically different. 
The entirety of the repapering exercise 
demands careful legal risk assessments in 
order to avoid falling into a dispute with 
counterparties and regulators. 
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The repapering process needs to be mar-
ried to a robust strategy that is thoughtful 
about mitigating risk. Some key points in 
the process include the following: 

- Governance and cross-functional framework 
- Transitioning all the stakeholders in the 

value chain, including front, middle and 
back offices

- Data consistency and configuration
- Applying technology solutions, including 

artificial intelligence (AI)
- Organisational culture shift

See Table 1.

A retrospective of past repapering proj-
ects highlights the importance of several 
aspects of the framework and offers insights 
on how to effectively manage this one. 
Proactively spending time to support the 
workf low pays dividends down the road, 
and using tools such as template agreements, 
template communications, and playbooks 
for resolving questions and pushback from 
counterparties are reliable approaches that 
maintain consistency across what is likely 
to be thousands of contracts. It will also 
allow companies to drive eff iciencies with 
technology and lower-cost resources to 
help execute at scale. 

Table 1:  Tasks and descriptions

Task Description

Identify a champion Nominate a senior executive accountable to internal and external 
stakeholders

Enterprise-wide governance Set up an IBOR transition office with all key stakeholder groups 
represented

Budget resource Commit an appropriate level of resource that is ring-fenced for 
this programme 

Gather documentation Identify all relevant data repositories that may contain documenta-
tion with potential IBOR exposure

Future proof of your new 
offerings

Ensure that all new products reference RFR to not exacerbate the 
remediation scope

Design the data model Define the data model — key definitions and provisions across 
instrument type

Select the technology and test 
the algorithms against samples

Assess the technology options that are available in light of identi-
fied volumes,

Design and test the machine 
interface and dashboards

Identify all of the factors to be reported on, test them with sample 
data and ensure that the different needs of different stakeholders 
are addressed.

Ready to collect IBOR ex-
posure inventory and conduct 
impact assessment

Define the scope of the affected content, determine the required 
repapering and outreach and plan to implement required contract 
amendments. Also, assess legal exposure.

Playbooks and user guides for 
all instrument types developed

Build guidance documents with fallbacks for expected pushbacks 
and escalation points by geography and asset class. Also, draft 
responses to expected questions around alternative rates, and tem-
plate e-mails for routine communications and outreach.

Notes: IBOR, interbank offered rates; RFR, risk-free rate.
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While every process should address these 
issues, solutions must also be tailored to each 
institution, and no two will be the same. 
Different sized organisations and organisa-
tions operating within different geographies 
face separate issues. A common example will 
be the different standardised rates in differ-
ent parts of the world, such as the British 
Pound’s Sterling Overnight Index Average 
(SONIA), the franc’s Swiss Average Rate 
Overnight (SARON), the Japanese yen’s 
Tokyo Overnight Average Rate (TONA) 
and the Euro’s Euro Short-Term Rate 
(€STR).

DIFFERENCE OF ASSET CLASSES
Each sector of asset classes will be affected 
differently by the transition from LIBOR, as 
noted by guidance published by the ARRC 
in 2019. Fallback language for f loating rate 
notes, bilateral business loans, adjustable-rate 
mortgages, securitisations, syndicated loans 
and variable rate private student loans were 
all addressed by the Committee, which 
detailed spread adjustment methodologies 
and contract language for each. 

The varied nature of separate assets poses 
important questions to the institutions 
overseeing the transition. For example, 
one question that many institutions with 
LIBOR swaps have dealt with is whether it 
should follow and sign the proposed ISDA 
protocol, or instead negotiate bilaterally? 
How does that accord with the transition 
approach for the instrument the bank is 
seeking to hedge? Will there be a mismatch? 
How do you manage the risk of multiple 
asset classes having different mechanics? 
In planning and executing the asset tran-
sition, organisations must be prepared for 
the logistical challenges that will be synon-
ymous with the myriad of variables. 

The good news is that the ISDA protocol 
has been an unequivocal success. According 
to Edwin Schooling Latter, the Director of 
Markets and Wholesale Policy at the FCA, 

over 85 per cent of the derivatives notional 
has now effectively been amended to con-
tain new fallback provisions by adhering to 
the protocol on the implementation date of 
25th January, 2021.1

Borrowers
In some cases, the answers to such questions 
will not be a choice. Borrowers should be 
prepared to simply be told by their agent 
or banking syndicate what the new rate is, 
although that in itself opens the borrower 
up to the risk of the syndicate not making 
the transition and being strapped with the 
unfavourable Prime fallback rate or similar. 

Clients
Client engagement is a crucial piece of the 
LIBOR transition, and doing it effectively is 
often the lynchpin to broader success. As the 
transition moves forwards, it is important 
to ask questions internally about the client’s 
knowledge of what is happening. What do 
they know about the transition? What if 
they do not engage and you cannot amend if 
you need their consent? 

Such questions are compounded by the 
quandary of whether to transition and seek 
amendment or let the current contractual 
terms govern. What will customers prefer? 
Will they dispute it and does that depend 
on what action is taken? What are the legal 
rights if they do? 

Regulators
Finally, the various national and interna-
tional regulators should be front of mind 
during the entirety of the transition as well, 
as they are monitoring industry compliance 
as the deadline inches closer. As of Febru-
ary 2021, regulators are frequently asking to 
see the transition plans for large banks, and 
the SEC is seeking disclosure on the transi-
tion for public security holders. Beyond the 
SEC, the financial sector should also expect 
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the Consumer Protection Bureau (CPB) 
to be engaged as well, each at a level that 
will continue to increase as 2021 progresses 
and COVID-19 begins to taper. These 
regulators will be focused on client engage-
ment and client understanding, rather than  
transition plans themselves.

WORKFLOW EXECUTION
After having laid the groundwork for a 
successful transition across contracts, repa-
pering becomes more approachable, but 
enormous problems remain, including 
differences across asset classes and geogra-
phies. Here, we offer some guidance on a 
full end-to-end process, beginning with a 
collection and review of existing contracts, 
and ending with revised and executed 
amendments or notice documents returned 
to contract repositories, along with con-
tract data that will help create eff iciencies 
in the post-LIBOR world. 

COLLECT AND REVIEW UNDERLYING 
DOCUMENTS AND DATA
First and foremost, institutions must undergo 
a robust search across their organisation to 
find and collect all in-scope contracts. This 
is a critical first step in the process, with 
time/effort often underestimated. It has the 
potential to take longer than the review and 
repapering itself. Casting the net as wide as 
possible makes sense so nothing is missed. 
Where an institution has already made 
progress centrally managing documenta-
tion, they may be able to find big wins from 
bulk downloading documents and data out 
of shared repositories, SharePoint sites and 
databases. Others struggle to locate doc-
uments stored in local hard drives or, in 
some cases, hard copies in filing cabinets. If 
collection is a challenge at a company, one 
approach that can work well is finding lists 
from accounts payable or accounts receiv-
able that may give a good sense of the full 

universe of relationships that might have a 
contract in place and then reaching out to 
local teams to help track down any docu-
mentation or confirm that none exist.

From that point, software can be used 
to separate out the needs of each contract 
to allow for a streamlined evaluation pro-
cess and review by the proper individuals. 
Documents can be organised by any vari-
ety of different factors, which will vary 
and be dependent on the specific insti-
tution. Variables that companies can use 
include the following: (i) location (local, 
state, or national), (ii) likelihood that the 
rate negotiation will be difficult, (iii) the 
specific impact of LIBOR on the con-
tract, and (iv) other factors. (See Figure 1) 
After each relevant contract has been iden-
tified and organised for an efficient review, 
the next step is to find relevant provisions 
from them to review. A good starting point is 
determining if a contract references LIBOR, 
but searches will need to go a step further 
— the unfortunate reality is that companies 
cannot simply hit ‘Control+F’ and input 
LIBOR. Other terms include ‘interest rate’ 
and ‘base rate’ to name a few from the long 
list, and in addition to just finding the nec-
essary contracts, the search will need to find 
pricing terms, amendment terms and termi-
nation terms, none of which are tagged with 
LIBOR. Fallback language also often does 
not appear using the terminology ‘fallback 
language’, but rather is described as a num-
ber of actions that are triggered off an event 
that the industry describes as a ‘fallback’.

This is a place where AI will drive real 
value. While time and cost savings will 
vary depending on the specifics of a given 
project, an industry study across a broad set 
of contract types and provisions recently 
found an average time savings of 28 per cent 
overall.2 This is significant when working 
through thousands of contracts. To provide 
a short overview on how these technologies 
work, after uploading relevant documents 
into a system, AI models will seek out text 
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that is part of the repapering review. Many 
systems have ‘out-of-the-box’ machine 
learning-based models that companies can 
immediately apply to datasets, including 
identifying the following: 

- How LIBOR is defined in an agreement?
- Where the agreement contains any built-in 

fallback language, such as an alternate rate 
of interest in the event LIBOR falls away?

- The party responsible for determining 
whether in fact LIBOR has gone away and 
finding an alternative rate (See Figure 2).

Most systems also have the ability for  
their clients to build customised AI- 
based models if their clients encounter 
language/provisions that are uncommon  
or have uncommon documents as part of  
the review. 

While the AI is certainly helpful, at this 
point its results are not something that is 
often being fully relied upon. Instead, after 

the AI models run to find relevant text, 
some level of quality review/analysis is com-
pleted by humans. See Table 2. The level of 
this review will depend on project require-
ments and client goals. A simplified example 
is below: 

Regardless of whether technology is used 
or not to speed up the review, it is import-
ant to spend time upfront to understand 
what information from your contracts will 
be needed to complete all stages of your 
preparing project, to make strategic assess-
ments and implement the transition for a 
given contract. Without an all-inclusive 
search, companies will not be able to assess 
how to begin or plan repapering. Addition-
ally, searches should pull notice provisions 
so counterparties can be properly contacted. 
If there are multiple, lawyers and negotia-
tors will shed light on foreseeable difficulties 
with negotiation. Finally, maturity is another 
important part of contracts: if an agreement 
expires before the end of 2021 (or June 2023 

Figure 1 The whole model
Note: LIBOR, London Interbank Offer Rate.
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for the appropriate USD LIBOR rates), it 
is one less thing for companies to be con-
cerned about. Another notable guidance 
during identification includes that different 
asset classes will have different terms used 
for the same concept, meaning the search 
needs to be f lexible to f lag them. 

Using ING’s internal processes as an 
example, the company’s AI tool is managed 
centrally, and local officers were respon-
sible for gathering relevant documents 
and making sure sharing with any third-
party subcontractors was in line with the 

confidentiality provisions of each agree-
ment. Centrally, the first step was training 
the AI tool to locate the relevant provisions 
in the agreements around 25 questions or 
data fields, such as the name of the main 
borrower, term of the facilities, whether the 
agreement contains replacement language, 
whether there are consent requirements, 
whether the interest rate on the loan is hedged 
and whether ING is the lead on the loan.  
The results were exported to a spreadsheet 
used to determine whether any repapering 
is required. Doing so, the company was able 
to eliminate loans expiring before 2021 from 
any further work, and while waiting for the 
AI results to come in, associates began man-
ually reviewing the existing deal documents, 
providing the company a good opportunity 
to determine how accurate the AI results are.

Taking each of these steps in the search 
process will ensure usable outputs rather than 
just those that identify problems. Refining 
criteria can sometimes be a lengthy, trial-
and-error-based process; once companies 
narrow the search to relevant terms, how-
ever, it makes other tasks facsimile. It is 
also worth noting again that the ability to 
leverage humans and machines in harmony 
for data extraction is key — machines will 
capture data, but frequently human inter-
vention will be required. 

ANALYSE DATA TO DETERMINE 
WORKFLOW AND PRIORITIES
The next step is using the structured data 
that has been generated while reviewing 
agreements to determine the company’s 
workf low. Is it a contract that needs to be 
amended? Does the company only have 
to provide a notice to a counterparty? Or 
is it something that does not require any 
action? Running the correct AI interface 
can assist with each of those questions. See 
Figure 3.

In some cases, decisions will be easier,  
but others may require more nuanced 

Figure 2 Review business, legal, scaled service 
provider
Notes: AI, artificial intelligence; LIBOR, London 
Interbank Offer Rate.
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assessments and continuous feedback loops 
to define new situations that are found. Ulti-
mately, what becomes important is keeping 
alignment between the various teams 

working on the project and making sure 
that the scaled provider is making decisions 
consistently the way the company’s own 
lawyers would. Consistency is paramount  
throughout the entire process.

Analysing the structured data created 
during a review phase also allows companies 
to set and plan for any prioritisation in their 
project. Several factors drive prioritisation, 
including conduct risk, exposure and com-
plexity to remediate (ie ‘unanimity required’ 
or where there is hedging basis risk between 
a bond and a derivative). See Figure 4.

Conduct risk
Regarding conduct risk specifically, in July 
2020 the Federal Financial Institutions 
Exam Council (FFIEC) published a bulletin 
highlighting the financial, legal, operational 
and consumer protection risks that will 
result from the expected discontinuation of 
LIBOR.4 In doing so, the agency likely has 
the average consumer in mind: how is an 
unsophisticated investor expected to deal 
with a scenario in which their investment 
has become fixed when it was a f loating or 
crystallising loss? Remediating that risk will 
be a priority. 

It is also crucial to remember that the 
LIBOR transition itself was stimulated by 
the scenario that the LIBOR rates were 
no longer representative of the market and 
capable of fraudulent representation and 

Table 2:  Tasks, accuracy of models and types of fields

Task Accuracy of models Type of fields

Full manual quality review Lower F13 
(eg <70%)

Critical provisions used to drive further 
workflow

Cleanup extracted text and 
find missing text

Acceptable F1
(eg 70%–90%)

Needed for further data structuring and 
analysis; maintained in client system after 
project completed

Rely on AI extraction High F1
(eg >90%)

Nice to have or ‘let’s see what the AI does’

Note: AI, artificial intelligence.

Figure 3 Analyse business, legal, scaled service 
provider
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collusion — conduct that will be largely 
eliminated after the rate transition. 

Legislative approaches
Because of the magnitude of the transition 
from LIBOR and the associated risk, sev-
eral governing bodies have taken interest in 
how companies are adapting. While over-
sight has the potential to be worrisome for 
the financial sector, this case seems to be less 
threatening than it is burdensome. 

In New York, the jurisdiction in which 
many contracts are governed, the ARRC 
has spent the early part of 2021 in discus-
sions with the New York State legislature 
and executive branch about a law that would 
compel companies to follow the ARRC’s 
recommended fallback approach, because 
by doing so they would be in compliance 
with their contracts even if the terms dictate 
something different. Should the bill move 
forwards, it would mean that all contracts 
governed by the State of New York would 
not need to be amended. 

Other states have taken notice of the 
discussions happening in New York and 
potentially could follow suit. There have also 
been initial steps to introduce a similar bill 
into the United States Congress, although 
this route seems more preliminary and less 
certain than the New York initiative.

Should the development come to fruition 
in New York or other states, it would likely 
be a boon for firms who no longer have to 
repaper contracts, assuming that both they 
and their clients see the ARRC fallback 
rate as satisfactory. It is also important to 
note that firms should not operate under 
the assumption that any such bill will be 
passed and in fact do exactly the opposite. 
While shepherding any form of legislation 
is difficult, the coronavirus pandemic has 
added another layer by halting nearly all 
non-pandemic related bills. Furthermore, 
depending on how the law is drafted it could 
be subject to legal challenges because of the 
prohibition of state interference with private 
contracts. The ARRC has not announced 
whether a legal opinion on the enforceabil-
ity of the potential law would be publicly 
disseminated upon passage of the law, but 
this type of opinion would provide the mar-
ketplace with greater comfort that a legal 
challenge would not be successful.

Outside of the United States, in the United 
Kingdom, there have been some announce-
ments that the FCA could be given authority 
to approve a modified version of LIBOR 
for contracts that are ‘hard to amend’, also 
known as ‘tough legacy’ contracts, such as 
financing documents that require the con-
sent of holders dispersed around the country 

Figure 4 Playbook
Note: SME, subject matter expert.
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or world. Again, acknowledging that noth-
ing is certain, should the law pass it would 
be a boon for all parties because the modi-
fied LIBOR language could be kept under 
the terms of the contract without amending. 

As the year goes on, all eyes will be 
on New York, the United Kingdom, and 
other jurisdictions as they weigh whether 
to take action on the rate transition. In the 
case that they, or others, do act, companies 
should be aware of how they interact with 
one another. In a hypothetical scenario, if 
New York mandates that contracts can use 
the ARRC fallback and that fallback says 
LIBOR has to be discontinued, but the 
United Kingdom continues to allow mod-
ified LIBOR, how is the decision made as 
to whether LIBOR continues on, and for 
how long? Such answers will likely come 
over the next 12 months. 

ENGAGE WITH COUNTERPARTIES
After contracts are grouped and itemised by 
the proposed remediation action, companies 
then enter the stage of engaging with hun-
dreds or perhaps thousands of counterparties 
with communications, draft agreements and 
notices. While it is not an area where true 
AI is needed, significant efficiency gains can 
be found by well-proven leveraging tech-
nologies that have been around for years. 

For example, one basic and frequently 
used technology in this space is mail merge, 
used to generate agreements and E-mails 
from templates. Other software, such as 
more complicated rule-based document 
generation systems, allow companies to 
insert variable clauses into generated con-
tracts based on underlying conditions. For 
example, if a group of clients are certain to 
push back on the repapering, send a word 
version of the agreement you generate with 
more fallback positions included. Where 
you do not expect any pushback from a 
counterparty group, generate PDFs with 
less fallback positions and send them directly 

for signature. This type of functionality 
is already built into the contract life cycle 
management systems that many have already 
adopted or can be quickly spun up in stand-
alone, low-cost, point solutions.

Message content
When physically drafting correspondence 
with clients, it is imperative to spend as 
much time as needed to write an infor-
mative, thoughtful message. If using 
templates, be sure to have thought through 
how the transition is described and what 
clients will be interested in knowing about 
the impact it will have on them. Innu-
merable organisations make the mistake of 
sending bland, formulaic communications 
without tailoring to the specif ic needs of 
a client, which amounts to missed oppor-
tunities to build relationships and liaise 
clearly. See Figure 5.

Agility should also be the main concern 
in communications, as several industry con-
sultations regarding existing reference rates 
or proposed alternative fallbacks have been 
completed, but even now there are likely to 
be changes. Managing those client expec-
tations up front will ensure a smoother, 
collaborative process throughout. 

User-friendliness should be at the fore-
front of every draft. Many, if not most, 
clients will have little to no understanding 
of the LIBOR transition or what it means 
for them or their business. The initial out-
reach can set the tone for further dialogue, 
and if done well, can eliminate many mis-
understandings. Even if the client ultimately 
does undergo a full repapering, it will only 
work if the counterparties understand what 
is going on and agree with the approach 
set forth by the initiating company, which 
requires strategic assessment up front. 

Many companies have found success 
following this approach of reaching out to 
their counterparties in advance of sending 
any documents to set expectations, preview 
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what is to come and f lesh out any expected 
issues/challenges with a given counterparty. 
This can help validate the process that is 
chosen to engage with each most efficiently.

NEGOTIATE UPDATED CONTRACTS
After contacting counterparties, it is then 
time to negotiate rates and forge agreements. 
The most efficient approach to follow will 
differ depending on the size of the project, 
asset classes in scope, nature of counterpar-
ties and risk preferences of the institution. 

In this phase, working from well- 
defined playbooks that spell out responses 
to expected pushbacks and questions can 
create significant efficiencies and minimise 

burdens on the internal team. For exam-
ple, it is not uncommon in these kinds of 
projects to see teams get upwards of 80–90 
per cent of agreements in place using pre-
defined fallback positions and guidance 
spelled out in a playbook for their most 
often negotiated terms. This significantly 
reduces the burden on in-house legal teams 
and outside counsel, opening the possi-
bility to use more cost-eff icient resources 
like paralegals, legal process outsourcing 
companies and alternative legal services 
providers. See Figure 6. 

In terms of technology, AI can also be 
applied in negotiations that do not follow 
playbooks or templates. Tools exist that can 

Figure 5 Engage, business, legal, scaled ser-
vice provider

Figure 6 Negotiate, business, legal, scaled 
service provider
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identify the language in agreements you 
receive from a counterparty (ie as opposed 
to your own templates), map that language 
against your company’s template positions, 
highlight where required concepts are miss-
ing and where unacceptable concepts are 
included. 

While playbook-based processes and AI 
solutions will drive savings for many con-
tract types and use cases, others will require 
a more bespoke approach. For example, 
where the product type is more complex, 
or the client relationship demands it or for 
other reasons. These will require heavier 
involvement from in-house attorneys and 
outside counsel as they are also unpredict-
able. What makes things more challenging, 
is that companies do not always know 
upfront what to expect for a specific con-
tract. They may sit down at the negotiation 
table expecting a difficult and drawn-out 
process but will find that a contract needs 
only minor repapering. On other occasions, 
seemingly nonchalant clients will want to 
review every line. Companies should be 
prepared for each and define processes to 
allow for specific contracts to move from a 
playbook-based process into a more bespoke 
negotiation, and vice versa.

ISDA 2020 Fallbacks protocol
The protocol effectively amends the f loat-
ing rate options contained in the 2006 ISDA 
definitions to replace the fallbacks that were 
not intended for the permanent discontinu-
ation of IBOR. The protocol went live on 
23rd October, 2020, to be implemented on 
25th January, 2021. If both parties adhere to 
the guidelines, each will have amended con-
tracts with the additional provision of being 
wider in scope than ISDA. 

Furthermore, the use of a multilateral 
amendment mechanism has proven, on this 
occasion, to be highly effective in chang-
ing many contracts; however, the protocol 
is not suitable in all circumstances and for 

situations where the derivative is used to 
hedge ‘tough legacy’ exposure on a related 
instrument such as a syndicated loan, or 
where transactions are nonlinear and the 
impact of changing the rate can fundamen-
tally change the economic bases of the trade. 
In such cases, bilateral agreements are used 
and the protocol is not being relied upon.

As loans and swaps contain different 
remediation mechanics, companies should 
also have extended negotiations with 
clients and other f inancial f irms on loan-
linked ISDA documentation. It is critical 
to remember that, more than anything, the 
LIBOR transition is a business problem, 
and neither a legal nor a f inancial one. In 
repapering contracts, companies are seek-
ing to build upon their client relationships 
in a safe and sound manner. 

FINALISE CONTRACTS AND STORE IN 
A DATABASE
The final step that companies will encoun-
ter in any repapering project, including their 
LIBOR transition, is managing through 
their final approval and signature processes. 

Technologies that have been around for 
years can be applied to the signing pro-
cess. e-Signature tools allow companies to 
automate certain interactions with counter-
parties where no negotiation is expected, or 
where a party has significant leverage in a 
relationship that they can present something 
as ‘take it or leave it’ to a counterparty. Fur-
thermore, it eliminates the logistical task of 
managing and tracking several signatures 
that continues to plague those who still use 
paper. See Figure 7.

From a legal perspective, there are sev-
eral issues to work through depending on 
the institution and the geography in which 
they operate. It would be a good idea to 
add language to your agreements to autho-
rise the use of e-Signature. For some types 
of contracts, like securities offers, pure 
e-Signature (ie the one that clearly does 
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not look like a signature) may not always 
work so you will need to think about other 
options like scanning PDFs of manually 
signed agreements, digitally signing outside 
of an e-Signature tool, or relying on, perish 
the thought, facsimile. Finally, there remain 
many counsel and financial leaders who will 
neglect to use electronic tools to sign their 
names and prefer to do so in person, with-
out exception. Service providers and their 
legal departments who face that quagmire 
have a limited set of tools at their disposal to 
remedy it. As mentioned previously, if the 
provider has significant leverage in the rela-
tionship, they can offer e-Signature simply 
as part of the ‘take it or leave it’ nature of 
the transaction. In the rare case that the 
individual creating the roadblock is not a 

senior-most member of the team, the party 
also can elevate the issue to the direct report 
and express the nature of the documents, 
which will likely result in a more expedi-
tious signing process. As a last resort, should 
the signing party have both leverage and 
seniority in the negotiation, the solution 
that remains is good, old-fashioned over-
night shipping. 

Beyond the act of signing, companies 
should build tight processes for follow-ups 
and escalations, which will be critical to 
keeping timelines on track. It is also the 
most effective way to ensure final contracts 
and contract data make their way back into 
repositories and databases to be used to bet-
ter manage future agreements. This will 
be critical, for many reasons. Perhaps most 
importantly, do not forget this is an oper-
ational and a business problem. Companies 
need to ensure that updated rates make 
their way back into systems, so it is used in 
running their business. Structured contract 
data, along with audit trails, are also critical, 
particularly for regulated entities that will 
ultimately need to show regulators that you 
have accomplished the transition.

CONCLUSION
Managing the transition from LIBOR can 
be done with holistic solutions with a track 
record of success in large-scale repapering 
events. By using technology and AI-based 
tools to automate where possible, leverag-
ing cost-efficient resources to fill in the gaps 
and complete quality reviews and relying on 
strategic advisers and counsel to resolve esca-
lations and outliers, companies can achieve 
millions in savings and minimise disruption 
to stakeholders. 

These are processes that have been 
successfully applied across prior repaper-
ing projects within the financial service 
industry and across markets (eg Brexit, 
Markets in Financial Instruments Directive 
[MiFID], Margin, General Data Protection 

Figure 7 Sign, business, legal, scaled service 
provider
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Regulation [GDPR]) and that first movers 
have already found success using to address 
LIBOR repapering. This involves humans 
and machines working in harmony.

In an evolving industry facing many 
challenges, regulatory and economic, it 
is becoming ever clearer that we need to 
move to structured data and digitised con-
tracts. As the industry embraces the LIBOR 
transition, as pervasive as it is, institutions 
should look at the silver lining — we are 
developing data models, better understand-
ing our contracts and fundamentally taking 
a massive step to a digitised future that will 
help us avoid similar ‘Groundhog Day’ type 
challenges in the future.
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